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Food security and food safety: what does the Eu do
for us?
Question of roles
Food, one of the most important needs every living
being has to care about.
In the modern era the food problem is completely
changed and new.
The population has increased,the technological
development made the storage and the food control
more efficient and safe, we can deliver food in any
corner of the world if we want. The laws have also
played and still play a huge part of the food business
from verifying the safety of the food, to provide all
the information to the consumer..

The European Union not only made possible the
export and import of the food between the state
easy, but it also built and put some quality
standards to the supplied food.
In specific, throughout the directives and laws that
all the member countries have to follow, the
consumers can feel safe that the products on the
market are controlled and considered safe for the
consumption.

How high are the quality standards
of the circulating food?
Although the circulating food in Europe is certified as
controlled and safe, in the last years many scandals
have been brought to light... from the 80% of the
Italian pasta made with a mixture of Canadian durum
wheat (dried unnaturally with the toxic glifosate) to
the Greece being the second largest wheat exporter
in Europe and the second last producer of wheat of
Europe, and much more.
The business of food and beverages is one of the
most solid and profitable business in the era of
pleasure, it inevitably attracts criminals and unethical
companies that put the profit before anything else.

Flawless regulation
As said, thanks to the EU laws we have minimum
standards of the circulating food but there are still
some flaws that are exploited by foreigners
countries, obviously with no immediate harm to the
consumer as the effects of certain substances can
bee see even after decades.
These flaws can consist in preventing countries to
raise furthermore the standards in favor of the
health of the population and also to prevent
importing uncertain products, as the EU
Commission is the only one entitled to make certain
laws.
This lets, for instance, the circulation of food that
entered illegally in Europe without furthermore
controls nor letting the consumer be able to know
the origin of the primary resources, but only the
final product.

Is the food safe then?
It depends. Despite the higher standards of quality,
the food is not always completely harmless to due
eventual herbicides, unclear or unknown origin of
the primary products or incomplete controls of the
products. Therefore is up to the consumer to choose
certain products rather than others, according to its
expectations from certain product. For instance, a
cheap product that doesn’t report clearly the origin
of the primary product, can be considered less safe
than a product which costs fairly more and reports
more useful informations.
M.Daina
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WHY YOU CAN'T JUST
BAN FAST FOOD.
We are now so overweight that we’ve
forgotten what normal looks like. That is a bad
situation to be in. So bad it’s understandable
that people are looking for a scapegoat, and I
think fast food has become that scapegoat. In
their rush to sacrificial slaughter, I think
people are overlooking the real solution to our
problem: education.
“Hey kids, this is advertising!”
That’s what it says at the upper-right of the
Happy Meal website. A subtle, backgroundcolored disclaimer addressed directly to the
children who are there to “Meet Hello Kitty
in McWorld.”
Ostensibly, it’s a warning to these tykes that
the free videogames and movie tie-ins on the
site are meant to sell them something.
“Quick! Guard your impressionable selves
with all the cynicism your five years can
muster!”
But maybe that’s my cynicism talking.
McDonald’s size, traditionally unhealthy
products, and the fact they target kids with
their
promotions
makes
them
a
fantastic villain. In many ways, McDonald’s
has become a symbol for all that is wrong
with corporate America (it’s no coincidence
the concept of McDonaldization took their
name).Even when they try to be transparent
in their marketing, they come off as sleazy to
me; the default is distrust.
McDonald’s gives the obesity crisis a face to
rally around when fighting this epidemic, but
I think it also leads us to focus too much on
fast food.
Early this December, San Francisco turned on
fast food to tackle childhood obesity.The city
decided that for a restaurant to include a toy,
the accompanying meal would have to meet
certain nutritional guidelines. Naturally, the
debate centered largely on McDonald’s, as it
effectively banned Happy Meals in their
current form.
People haven’t just tried to protect kids with
these bans either. L.A. controversially banned
construction of new fast food restaurants in
an impoverished area, seemingly to protect
the poor from their own decisions.

The outright banning of certain foods is an
emotionally attractive proposition because
it simplifies things. We don’t have to
address the underlying cause of the obesity
crisis.Instead of needing to confront to
complex social and economic factors, we
get a tangible bad guy and a simple plan of
action.
However well intentioned, if ending obesity
is the goal, then advocates for bans are
missing the point.
How often were children truly eating
McDonald’s? It didn’t take long for people
to point out San Francisco’s school lunches
aren’t healthy enough to meet the
standards being imposed, and that isn’t an
occasional treat. Instead of targeting fast
food, perhaps energy should have been
spent on something kids in public schools
eat every day.
When it comes to adults, research suggests
fast food bans might not be that
effective at changing people’s behavior
anyway. Instead of trying to make people
healthy by depriving them of choice,
another
study
suggested
educational
measures like calorie labels might have
more of an impact.
Certainly fast food is an issue, but it’s only
one of many that contribute to the obesity
problem. When 90% of us think we’re
eating healthily despite all evidence to the
contrary, it becomes clear the problem is a
lack of information. We don’t even know
what
healthy
choices
even
are.
Nobody wants to be unhealthy, so it’s really
a matter of making sure people know how
much their choices impact them, and how
to make the right ones.
Fast food isn’t going to go away, but
healthier options have been popping up.
What do you buy when eating on the fly?

By: Aris Hadjidjanos
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TAKING UP A NEW
CULINARY BUSINESS IN
ROMANIA?
YES, WE DID!
Culinary art is nowadays attracting an
increasing interest by the international
community.
It is a matter of fact that the importance
given to food-related topics has no
precedent in earlier years and the advent
of recent dedicated TV programmes and the
openings of prestigious culinary academies
all over the world are definitely ennobling
this art. The surprising thing is that in the
past, culinary art was not the domain of
youngsters, but now we are witnessing a
shift in this trend and more and more
young people decide to try to start a career
in this sector and to make a profession out
of their passion, that passion handed down
from generation to generation.
It is there for all to see that “how to start a
new culinary business” is becoming an
actual hot topic and internet and new
magazines provide a lot of suggestions,
tips and ideas about it; you can even take a
look and get inspired by the experiences of
successful businesses or get deeper in
understanding what went wrong in the
unsuccessful ones.
The main question is: is good food the only
ingredient needed to start a successful
culinary business?
Unfortunately the answer seems to be no;
recent statistics report alarming failures
rates for restaurants and we often run
across commercial buildings that turn into
a new eatery every one or two years and
culinary
businesses
that
suddenly
disappear leaving no trace.
However, recent evidence shows that the
mortality rates of restaurants are not that
different from the other industries ones;
and especially it is not true that 9 out of
10 restaurant fail in the first year as
commonly claimed; survival analysis for
81,000 full-service restaurants in a 20-year
horizon in the western US shows that only

17 percent of independently owned fullservice restaurant startups failed in their
first year, compared with 19 percent for all
other service-providing startups.
So, if culinary businesses failures rates are
aligned with the ones experienced by other
industries, what are the steps to be taken
in order to set up a successful business (or
at least a solid founded one)?
Luck can play a crucial role in determining
who is going to survive in the food market,
but a well-structured plan is essential to
maximise the chances to be standing in the
line of the triumphant companies.
In order to reply to this question and to get
know more about food industry, today I
interviewed an old acquaintance of mine,
Bianca Marcovescu. Bianca is a 27 years old
Romanian girl and last year, along with her
sister and her mum, she decided to apply to
StartUP Plus Romania, an initiative that,
with a total budget of € 477 million, is part
of
the
2014-2020
Human
Capital
Operational Program. The objective of the
project is to provide financial support to
individuals for the establishment and
development
of
business,
including
through the provision of specialized
advisory services in business management,
entrepreneurial training, both in the startup phase and post-set-up. After going
through the entire selection process and
finally being selected, their entrepreneurial
idea of starting a healthy food delivery
service in Romania is becoming reality and
in the following weeks the business will be
fully working.
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The idea of taking up this new culinary
business was developed by Bianca and her
sister: the both of them had job in
Bucharest and they realized, after a while,
that they were fed up with ordering food
for lunch; they did not have time to cook at
home their own food but at the same time
they wanted to change their eating habits
and shift towards a healthier and more
natural diet.
Since the beginning, Bianca shows her
disapproval towards fast food and junk
food with additives meant to create
addiction, but what I like about her is that
she does not want just to preach about the
benefits of well eating; she was used to eat
fast food and it was the spring for a
change; if she had not been a usual
consumer of junk food, she would have
never come up with the idea about starting
a new healthy business.
Their family food delivery service comes
from a real necessity, primarily a personal
necessity (and from a strong desire to have
their own business) but finally this service
will meet the needs of all romanian
workers who want to combine taste and
health.
Her mum was already involved in food
industry as she had been working as a
restaurant administrator for many years;
this previous knowledge about how to run
a business in this industry was crucial,
Bianca says, in order to come up with their
entrepreneurial idea...

If you already know how something works
you are more likely to develop a successful
idea! They will start from a food delivery
service but they do not exclude that in the
future they may be opening a physical
restaurant;
Bianca
argues
that
the
expenses to run a physical restaurant are
high and they want to go carefully.
With a clear idea about starting this
business, they luckily bumped into the
StartUP Plus Romania project and they
applied. Bianca's sister attended a training
course in which she was taught about the
entrepreneurial skills to have in order to
open your own start up, she became more
familiar with how to create a business plan
and what to be aware of before starting a
business; she is an engineer so the training
course made her educated about the
economics. With the help of the family,
Bianca's sister developed the business plan
that allowed them to be selected and
funded. A very impressive result!
The target of VENTE FOOD DELIVERY, this
is the name of the business, are people
who work and want to eat healthy, but
Bianca says also that they want to reach
even kindergartens and schools by offering
special dishes for children and in the
future they will try to become a catering
service for events.
When I ask her if she believes that healthy
food is just a temporary trend bound to
disappear soon, she replies that she is very
hopeful and confident that people can
understand that well eating cannot be just
a passing phenomenon; it has to become a
lifestyle and she thinks also that people
need to be more educated about the
benefits of healthy cuisine: it is a way to
love yourself finally!

Food is
symbolic of
love when
words are
inadequate
ALAN WOLFET
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Bianca knows that it is not easy to change
people mind-set but she thinks that a
business like VENTE FOOD DELIVERY can
plant some seeds in the culture; they want
to be brave and forward-looking enough to
believe that slowly slowly things can really
change, but in the beginning, we have to
accept outcomes less fulfilling than
expected. Moreover running a culinary
business entails expenses and many risks,
for sure you need to be provided with
courage!
According to Bianca, their project was
accepted and funded because:
i) they have a person already in the
industry with the proper knowledge about
how to run the business;
ii) they are female and European Union is
implementing projects aimed at women
empowerment;
iii) they are involved in the local
community and they are going to hire local
employees;
iv) it has an element of sustainability as it
is related to healthy lifestyle promotion.
So, at the end of our conversation, I ask
Bianca what are the steps that people who
want to open a culinary business need to
take.
HAVE A CLEAR IDEA
If you want to take up a culinary business
you need to have a clear idea of what you
want to do. The concept of your restaurant
or food delivery has to be unique; find
something that differentiates yourself from
the others and makes you stand out. Put all
your passion in developing your own
culinary identity!
BE REALISTIC
Even if your entrepreneurial idea is good,
you can realize, while implementing your
business, that your estimates were not
close to reality. In order to prevent it from
happening an accurate business plan is a
worthy alley. Maybe ask companies
specialised in carrying out business plans
for help or, at least, ask yourself all the
question useful to implement your own.
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HAVE SOME KNOWLEDGE
INDUSTRY AND WORK IN IT

OF

THE

If you know the industry, the way it works
from the scratch, you are a few step ahead
compared to people who just have the
money to invest into a new business. There
are entrepreneurs who have done good in
other industries and think that a culinary
business is just business, but it is not. If
you have already acquired a deep
knowledge by working into the industry
you are more likely to be successful.
Hands-on experiences can teach you more
than what you can get out of an
educational background.
CHOOSE CAREFULLY YOUR TARGET
Once you have identified your own
entrepreneurial idea and you have assessed
the feasibility of your business through the
development of a business plan, a crucial
role in determining how successful a
business can be is the target selection.
A
research
about
the
potential
attractiveness of your business for people
living in the place you want to open your
company in can help. It is necessary that
you get to know more about the market, if
other people were running the same or
similar businesses in the past in the same
place, if they were successful or not and
why.
For example Bianca told me that she
personally researched if the people from
Ploiesti, a small city next to Bucharest
where VENT FOOD DELIVERY will be based,
were interested in buying healthy food and
finally the feedback was excellent; also her
mum was working in an international
company and she got to know how
increasing was the demand for this kind of
food; moreover they researched and
discovered that there was room, in the
market, for their business as the healthy
food consumers are still a niche. If you can
afford it, you can rely on a research
company...so, research, however it is done,
is a critical part of the process.

CHOOSE CAREFULLY
AND EMPLOYEES

YOUR

COOKERS

In every industry and in every company
that aims at being succesful the team is a
keyfactor.
Surrounding yourself with
qualified, honest, humble and reliable staff
is a must!
BE A DREAMER, BE PATIENT AND KEEP
LEARNING
Becoming an entrepreneur and live for
what you are most passionate about is a
dream and you have to be a brave dreamer
to embrace it. Keep learning and see what
other people do in the market, you can get
a lot of insights for your business as well!
Don't get discouraged if at the beginning
things will be hard, patience has to be a
main ingredient for a new culinary
business.
I'm very glad I had the chance to interview
Bianca and get to know more about her
project and how culinary businesses work.
Bianca and her family are an example of
passion, determination, flexibility and
willingness to learn. I wish you all the best
for this business.
GOOD LUCK!
YOU CAN CLICK THE FOLLOWING ICONS TO
CHECK THE WEBSITE AND FB PAGE!

author: Luca Ventura
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HAVE YOU
EVER HEARD
ABOUT
EURES?
EURES (the European job mobility network)
is a cooperative network between the
European Commission and the public
employment services (PES) of the European
Economic Area (EEA) Member States (the
EU Member States plus Norway, Iceland
and Liechtenstein) and other partner
organisations. Switzerland also cooperates
in EURES. The EURES network, set up in
1993, is responsible for exchanging
information and facilitating interaction
among its stakeholders in order to help
make the free movement of workers a
reality. EURES promotes mobility and
reduces the barriers facing workers by
contributing to the development of a
European labour market that is open and
accessible to all, ensuring visibility of
vacancies and job applications and easy
access to labour market information. EURES
provides free assistance to jobseekers
wishing to move to another country and
provides advice on living and working
conditions in the EEA. It also assists
employers wishing to recruit workers from
other countries and in cross-border
regions. The present EURES set-up consists
of two principal components:
a network of more than 900 EURES
Advisers, which provides information,
guidance and support to jobseekers
wishing to work in other Member States
and employers looking to recruit suitable
candidates from other Member States. The
network is contacted by around 150,000
jobseekers and employers per month;
the EURES portal, which provides access
to job vacancies and is a real onestop-shop
for information on job mobility in Europe.
The portal provides a range of other useful
tools to help people make informed choices
on the opportunities available to them.

There are around 1,400,000 job vacancies
published on the portal and it has more
than 1,000,000 visitors per month.
The EURES network provides
· job mobility information
· recruitment/placement services through
cooperation between public employment
services (PES) in EU Member States plus
Norway, Iceland, Liechtenstein (EEA) and
Switzerland.
In concrete terms, EURES consists of:
· a network of EURES staff of about 1 100
people across Europe providing support
services,
· a central website with various tools.
Since the 2016 editions, the EURES Single
Market Scoreboard has been revised to take
into account the new context introduced by
Regulation (EU) 2016/589 of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 13 April
2016
on
a
European
network
of
employment services (EURES), workers'
access to mobility services and the further
integration
of
labour
markets
and
amending Regulations (EU) No 492/2011
and (EU) No 1296/2013.
EURES helps jobseekers to find jobs and
employers to recruit from all over Europe

For further information visit https://ec.europa.eu/eures/public/en/homepage
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The European Union’s principle of free
movement of workers is considered one of
the most important rights of EU citizens. It
means that you can move to any EU Member
State, as well as Iceland, Liechtenstein,
Norway and Switzerland to look for and take
up a job.
Yet, it may sometimes seem like a daunting
and difficult task to make use of this right.
The purpose of EURES is precisely to help
and support jobseekers and employers with
that.
This involves the provision of a broad range
of services, available on the EURES portal or
through the vast human network of more
than a thousand advisers working in the
EURES Member and Partner organisations.
EURES services to jobseekers and employers
include:
Matching of job vacancies and CVs on the
EURES portal
Information and guidance and other
support
services
for
workers
and
employers
Access to information on living and
working
conditions
in
the
EU
member
states,
such
as
taxation,
pensions,
health
insurance
and
social security
Specific support services for frontier
workers and employers in cross-border
regions
Support to specific groups in the context
of EURES targeted job mobility schemes,
such as Your first EURES job and
Reactivate
Promotion of youth opportunities via
Drop'pin@EURES,
the
place
where
companies and organisations can promote
and showcase their youth opportunities
designed to help young Europeans take
their first steps into the labour market
Support to dynamic recruitment events
through the European (Online) Job Days
platform
Information on and access to postrecruitment assistance, such as language
training and support with integration in
the destination country

ARE YOU READY TO EXPLORE YOUR
EUROPEAN POTENTIAL AND TO DISCOVER
ALL THE OPPORTUNITIES THAT ARE
WAITING FOR YOU?
Register FOR FREE by clicking the
following buttons either you are a job
seeker or an employer searching for
employees for your company.

CREATE YOUR EURES PROFILE
AS JOB SEEKER
CREATE YOUR EURES PROFILE
AS EMPLOYER
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WE ASKED OUR
READERS THEIR
EXPERIENCE
WITH EURES?
Adnan, Slovenian,
27 years old
International Youth Worker

HOW DID YOU GET TO KNOW ABOUT EURES?
I get to know about EURES from a friend
that recommended me; I was working in a
youth centre so I get more information
about it there.
WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO USE THE
PLATFORM? WHAT WAS YOUR OBJECTIVE?
I wanted to use the platform to learn
german language for my work and I was
searching for help with my moving costs
from Slovenia.
TELL
ME
MORE
ABOUT
THE
EXPERIENCE...DID YOU APPLY FOR A JOB?
DID YOU HAVE INTERVIEW?
After my EVS, I got a job in the
organisation that was hosting me. So I did
not have interview.
HOW WAS THE ENTIRE PROCESS?
My process was very fast; while I was
volunteering I got to know a supporter, we
met when I was there after volunteering
and arranged a meeting later.
WOULD YOU RECOMMEND IT AS A WAY TO
FIND A JOB?
I would recommend it to everyone who
needs some support and I have already
promoted it among friends that went
abroad, so I'm sure some people did use it.
I have not used the platform in order to
find a job, so I don't know how it works as
a platform to find job.

A LOT OF PEOPLE STILL DO NOT KNOW
ABOUT THE WEBSITE AND ALL THE SERVICES
AVAILABLE...DO YOU THINK IT IS NOT
PROMOTED PROPERLY? ANY SUGGESTION?
I guess that mobility is not so supported by
unemployed centers, at least not in
Slovenia; if you want to relocate and move
to another country you find a lot of
difficulties. So I hope it gets better now
when Slovenia is joining ESC.
WHAT KIND OF
PROVIDED WITH?

SUPPORT

WERE

YOU

I met a lady that supported me diring the
process; we had a meeting and she checked
my documentation before I claimed it. It
was a really friendy meeting and an
awesome support.
EU IS SERIOUSLY HELPING PEOPLE HAVE
MORE OPPORTUNITIES AND CHANCES TO
FIND A JOB...ON THE WEBSITE AS OF TODAY
3.5 MILLIONS VACANCIES ARE PUBLISHED
AND PEOPLE CAN APPLY. WHY DO PEOPLE
STILL
COMPLAIN
ABOUT
THE
UNEMPLOYMENT? WHAT CAN WE DO?
It's hard to move abroad, I guess it's a
struggle and so it was for me. Since I was
having basic knowledge and not knowing
people abroad it was hard. So I believe that
people just give up or they just love what
they have. If you ask me right now how I
feel after two years I would say more
confused than I was before. Hard to make
people work but it's the people not the
opportunities. It was proven that in case
you are interested to find a job you can do
it fastly.
ANYTHING LEFT
EXPERIENCE?

UNTOLD

ABOUT

YOUR

It helped me a lot with the process of
learning a language and moving my life to
a new country; it was helpful and the
process of application was very fast. I am
satisfied and grateful that Europe offers us
this service.
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SPORT IN CYPRUS...
YOGA DAY AND FREE YOGA COURSE

Since 2014, thanks to the proposal of the
Prime Minister of India, Mr. Narendra Modi
during his speech at the UNGA, the
International Day of Yoga, as known as
Yoga Day, is celebrated contemporaneously
in the world.
The actual Day of Yoga occurs on the 21st
of June. Many different countries decide to
organize
events
where
people
can
celebrate and share together their passion
for this ancient activity.

In Cyprus, the High Commission of India
organized different events across the
island to celebrate the (5th) Day of Yoga
2019.
“Yoga is a product of the perennial wisdom
of India,” say organizers from the High
Commission. “One can trace the origin of
yoga back to the period of the Indus Valley
civilization, almost three thousand years
before Christ. During the last five thousand
years, it has remained one of the most
important facets of Indian culture."

Today, yoga is a way of Life, a social
prescription, a self-care tool. Yoga is very
beneficial for physical fitness, musculusskeletal functioning and cardiovascular
health. It also helps in lifestyle disorders like
depression,
fatigue,
anxiety,
diabetes,
hypertension
and
other
stress-related
issues.” concludes the High Commission.

If you feel excited and you would like to
try yoga, you may find interesting the Free
Yoga Course held every week at the
Nautilos SAR - Youth Center in Strvolos,
Nicosia.
The course is running since April and it is
held by the yoga teacher Elena Vassiliadou,
currently running every Friday at 18:30
until 20:00 but it may change due to
Summer.
You can get more information by clicking
the following FB icon.
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DISCOVERING... CYPRUS
EDUCATIONAL CENTRE IN THE
BUFFER ZONE OF NICOSIA
This building was erected in the early
1950s and attached to the Nicosia
renaissance fortifications. Like most of the
architecture in the UN Buffer Zone it was
suffering from daily disintegration, until
having the good fortune to be included in
the project implemented by the intercommunal organisation Association of
Historical Dialogue and Research. Now
functioning as an educational centre, and
called Home for Cooperation, the building
has become a unique peace project in
Cyprus, because, whereas other buildings
in the area still by their condition and
neglect portray conflict and division, this
one now clearly stands for cooperation and
unity.
Its new purpose is the launching of
projects involving education and training,
the advancement of research and dialogue
and, its promoters say, ‘the empowerment
of our competence as critical thinkers and
citizens of Cyprus, Europe and the world’.
Accessible from both sides of the divide
without having to cross checkpoints, it
provides a shared space that can be used
by all. It thus symbolizes the philosophy of
the Cypriot communities working together,
in collaboration with the international
community – ideals of course shared by
Europa Nostra.

The Home for Cooperation is a unique
community centre located in the heart of
Nicosia.
It
is
the
embodiment
of
intercommunal cooperation, contributing to
the collective efforts of civil society in
their engagement with peacebuilding and
intecultural dialogue. Using its sources it
encourages people to cooperate with each
other beyond constraints and dividing
lines.
The Home for Cooperation essentially aims
to act as a bridge-builder between
separated communities, memories and
visions. It provides working spaces and
opportunities
for
Non-Governmental
Organisations and individuals to design
and implement innovative projects.

Today the Home has become a landmark
building within the Ledra Palace crossing,
UN buffer zone. It facilitates situations for
people to get together and to get to know
each other. The home hosts an extensive
variety of cultural, artistic and educational
programs with the aim to foster creativity
and intercultural trust in Cyprus and
internationally.

In 2014 the Home for Cooperation was
granted with the EU Prize for Cultural
Heritage/Europa Nostra Award in the
Conservation category.
The Home for
Cooperation project has been supported by
the European Economic Area Grants and
Norway Grants.

For further information, click on the pictures.
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Catering Services

The Home Cafe - Nicosia’s most unique
coffee shop. Located in the buffer zone, the
café acts as a community space where all
of the island’s communities can come
together and use the space in many ways.
It is an ideal space to sit and read or study,
have a meeting, make an event or even
host a party. The café offers a selection of
hot and cold drinks, as well as delicious
homemade snacks and cakes. There is
freshly made food every day at the café,
including lunch served between 12.3015:00, fresh salads and sandwiches. You
can place your lunch orders at the cafe or
via phone by 14:30 every day. In an effort
to support an autonomous community in
the state of Chiapas in Mexico, who use
traditional agricultural methods to grow
their food and coffee beans, the cafe
imports their organically grown and fair
trade, 100% Arabica coffee beans and is
available for sale at the cafe. The café has
a library with a large selection of books
covering political and social subjects of the
island.

Opening Hours:
Monday to Friday 9.00-21.00
Saturday 9.30-16.30

The Home Café offers catering services for
events taking place at the Home for
Cooperation or nearby spaces. We provide a
selection of menus for coffee breaks, lunch
breaks, and wine receptions (see below), as
well as different set up options, designed
to accommodate any kind of event. We also
have a special menu for small groups of up
to 15 people with homemade snacks, lunch
and desserts made by the Home Cafe cooks
available between Mondays and Fridays
.
NEW! Vegetarian, Vegan and Wheat Free
Food Menu.
For more options, or inquiries, contact us
at cafe@home4cooperation.info.
Terms and Conditions
-Catering services are provided solely by
The Home Cafe
-Catering bookings are to be made at least
3 working days prior to the event
Catering Menus
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GAME - Find The Words
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Photo of the week

"SUNSET IN DENMARK" - MAHRUKH ZULFIQAR

GAME - Find The Words

ONE CANNOT
THINK WELL,
LOVE WELL,
SLEEP WELL,
IF ONE HAS
NOT DINED
WELL.
Virginia Wolf

